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2 Submission to the inquiry into online gambling 
 

• They can be affiliated with real-world poker machine brands or even offer promotions to 
visit real-world casinos.  

• They may collect player data, which could be used by real-world gambling providers.  
 
Loot boxes fall into the third category “buying chance-based items”, although their role in a game 
can enable category four, “gambling via games”, as they produce scarce assets that can be wagered.  
 
Category four, “gambling via games” or “skin betting”, is the category that most closely resembles 
existing gambling services. Within this category, the gaming platforms where the wagered assets are 
held should be distinguished from the third-party sites where wagers are placed. If the latter do not 
already count as gambling services, it would make sense to include them.   
 
In our submission to the Department of Communication and the Arts’ review of Australian 
classification regulation, we made four recommendations:  
 

• Updating the classification scheme to include details on how gambling themes (especially 
those with “incentives and rewards”) should affect a game’s classification. 

• An R18+ rating for games that replicate the psychological elements of gambling, for example 
through loot boxes. 

• An R18+ rating for games that feature real-world gambling branding or cross-promotions. 

• Expanding the classification scheme to better address video games sold online, including via 
mobile phone app stores. 

 
These recommendations are not incompatible with expanding the definition of “gambling service” 
under the Interactive Gambling Act, but we think changes to the classification scheme and other 
more targeted regulations would be a better starting point for regulating most gambling-like activity 
online. The exception is for skin betting sites, which if they are not already gambling services should 
be counted as such.  
 

(i) the effectiveness of current gambling advertising restrictions on limiting children’s 
exposure to gambling products and services (e.g. promotion of betting odds during live sport 
broadcasts), including consideration of the impact of advertising through social media, 
sponsorship or branding from online licenced gambling operators 

 
Recent polling research from the Australia Institute finds strong support for a ban on gambling 
advertisements on TV, with seven in 10 Australians (71%) agreeing with a ban and only 11% 
opposed. More details are in the attached polling brief.  
 

Conclusion  
More regulation of gambling-like activities in games is needed, but we recommend starting with the 
national classification scheme. There is broad popular support for banning gambling advertising on 
TV, which would help limit children’s exposure.  
 
The Institute would welcome the opportunity to discuss research findings in further detail at any 
committee hearing, should there be one. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bill Browne 
Director, Democracy & Accountability Program 
The Australia Institute 
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